The Selfless Car

G L O S T E R

#TheSelflessCar

POWERED BY

i·SMART 2.0
WITH OVER 70 FEATURES
i-SMART APP ON APPLE iWATCH
Switch on and off your car’s various features from a distance, through i-SMART app on your apple watch.

REMOTE AC TEMPERATURE SETTING
Control the temperature of the AC with the app remotely.

REMOTE SEAT HEATING ON/OFF
Switch the seat heating on and off with the app remotely.

REMOTE ALL WINDOWS OPEN/CLOSE
Put the window up or down with the app remotely.

REMOTE AC ON/OFF
Switch on and switch off your car’s AC from a distance, through the i-SMART app on your phone.

REMOTE SUNROOF OPEN/CLOSE
Open and close your car’s sunroof remotely.

REMOTE DOOR LOCK/UNLOCK
Lock and unlock your car’s door remotely.

REMOTE LIGHT FLASHING AND HONKING
Use your i-SMART app to make your car honk and flash its light to make it visible in a crowd.

Features and specifications may vary model wise.
Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
FIND MY CAR
Find your car through your i-SMART app, along with walking directions to it.

APP - SAFETY & SECURITY

ANTI-THEFT IMMOBILISATION
Control the start of the engine incase of theft from the i-SMART app remotely.

ENGINE START ALARM
Get an alert if the engine of the car starts between pre-set time limits.

OVERSPEED WARNING
Get an alert if the car crosses over the speed limit set by you and customise the speed limit through the i-SMART app on your phone.

VEHICLE STATUS CHECK
Remotely check if the car’s trunk is locked/unlocked or if you left the sunroof open, and more.

TYRE PRESSURE CHECK
Check the car’s tyre pressure status remotely through the i-SMART app.

VEHICLE SECURITY ALARM
Get an alarm/notification triggered in case of critical vehicle conditions like abnormal door opening, abnormal ignition on, and more.

VEHICLE COLLISION ALARM
In case of a collision, a notification appears on the app to inform the main user.

Features and specifications may vary model wise.
Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
APP – CONVENIENCE

SET GEOFENCE UP TO 100 KM
Set a perimeter fence as your car’s travel limit. And get notified if it drives beyond or into it.

VEHICLE INFORMATION CHECK
Get vehicle stats remotely - total kilometers run, fuel range, fuel level and more.

SMART DRIVE INFORMATION
Driver analytics - harsh braking, running idle, drive time, routes taken by driver easily available on the i-SMART app.

MULTIPLE VEHICLE MANAGEMENT FROM A SINGLE APP
In case of two or more MG cars in one household, control all through a single app.

SEND POI TO VEHICLE FROM APP
Find point of interest on your phone, and send directions straight to the car’s navigation screen.

SEND TRIP PLAN TO VEHICLE FROM APP
Plan a trip on your phone and send the details to your car’s screen.

FEEDBACK TO MG
Share feedback with MG through the app in the event of issues with the car’s connected features.

MG NETWORK INFORMATION
Get MG dealer information on the app basis your current location.

Features and specifications may vary model wise. Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
IN CAR - SAFETY & SECURITY

CRITICAL TYRE PRESSURE VOICE ALERT
Get voice reminders when the tyre pressure is abnormal.

LOW BATTERY ALERT AT IGNITION ON
Receive a voice alert if the car battery gets critical in ignition on condition.

CONVENIENCE

DEPARTURE NOTIFICATION
Get a reminder on the Head Unit for departure based on the previously saved travel plan and reminder time.

NAVIGATION

MAPS BY MAPMYINDIA
Get India’s favourite mapping and navigation system with latest features.

HOUSE NUMBER LEVEL SEARCH
House number search when complete address is entered.

e-LOC SEARCH
6 character precise doorstep level navigation.
Features and specifications may vary model wise.
Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
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**OFFLINE NAVIGATION**
Preloaded Maps on headunit for offline navigation if network is not available.

**VOICE RECOGNITION**
Search song via artist name and song name by voice.

**SONG SEARCH VIA VOICE COMMANDS IN GAANA**
Talk to your car, literally, with more than 100+ voice commands like Sunroof Open/Close, AC Temp. change to support you.

**AI BASED VR SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE COMMANDS**
Initiate Voice Recognition System by just saying the words "Hello MG".

**JUST SAY "HELLO MG" TO ACTIVATE VOICE**
Interact with your car, ask questions and let it have a conversation with you just like a friend with smart intelligent answers.

**CHIT CHAT**

**PULSE HUB**
In case of any mishap, auto activated emergency call is made to the car Head Unit followed by primary number & emergency number in case of no response.

**E-CALL**
Get a call from the Pulse Hub for general assistance at the touch of the I-Call button.

**I-CALL GENERAL ASSISTANCE**

*The vehicle only supports pre-defined and pre-fed commands and responses*
Features and specifications may vary model wise.
Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
OVER THE AIR UPDATE [OTA]

**HEAD UNIT SOFTWARE UPDATE**
Over-the-air updates straight to head unit with latest softwares and content.

**ENHANCED VOICE RECOGNITION CAPABILITY**
Get new voice recognition commands added to the system over the air.

**MAP DATA UPDATE OVER THE AIR**
Get the latest map updates over the air.

**ENHANCED WEATHER INFORMATION CAPABILITY**
With OTA updates in future, get enhanced weather predictions.

**ENHANCED NAVIGATION CAPABILITY**
Navigation will also keep updating over time with OTA updates.

**ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT UPDATE**
Stay updated with the latest entertainment content beamed over the air.

**PERSONALIZATION**

**GREETING MESSAGE AT EXITING THE CAR**
You receive a goodbye message while switching off the ignition.

Features and specifications may vary model wise.
Functionality of some features is subject to availability of Internet.
MG INFO

LATEST INFORMATION ABOUT MG CARS

Receive the latest information about MG cars, events, discounts straight on the head unit.

CUSTOMIZABLE GREETING MESSAGE

Get greeted by a new customised welcome message, which you can create with up to 100 characters.

RECEIVE NEW HEAD UNIT DESIGN THEME

Get the latest design theme for your car’s screen.

POWERED BY

WITH OVER 70 FEATURES